An Improved K-view Algorithm for Texture Classification Using Voting Method
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Abstract: Texture is an important characteristic of images. Image texture classification is widely used in many applications, such as detection of industry product, document class, and digital image processing of remote sensing and so on. Several K-View based algorithms have been proposed for image texture classification. This study proposed an improved k-view algorithm for texture classification using voting method. In the first step, the method was implemented in our previous study that all the views used are transformed into rotation-invariant features is employed. Then K views are selected randomly as those characteristic views to form characteristic view sets for each class texture. In the third step, we use those characteristic view sets to class a texture image and achieve a preliminary result. At last, voting method is used to improve the preliminary result. A lot of experiments are carried out using artificial texture images taken from the Brodatz. The experimental results showed that he proposed improved method is more robust and accurate by compared with the old method.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Texture is an important characteristic of objects surface and can be seen everywhere in our daily living, some familiar texture images are shown in Fig. (1). The aims to class a texture image is that expecting the computer can class the different texture classes auto just like as human, make the subsequent work such as object recognition, analysis and tracking are possible. Since the image regions usually take on texture characteristics, the different image regions may be recognized by using texture, therefore, the technique related to texture image classification are used widely, take the remote sensing image analysis for example, it always used spectrum information to class different objects on ground such as grass, ocean and building and so on, however, there are phenomenon such as “different objects have same spectrum” or “same objects have different spectrum”, the classification accuracy is not satisfactory in the case of use spectrum feature singly. But the different objects on ground usually have different texture features, by using spectrum feature and texture features at the same time, we may be improve the classification accuracy [1]. Along with the diagnosis or assistant diagnosis is more and more depend on the medical image technique such as ultrasonic, X radial, CT, MR and so on, the texture features are looked as important characteristics and used in the medical image processing [2-4]. The texture image classification technique is also used in the quality detection of industry product, document class and image retrieval based on content etc.

![Fig. (1). Familiar texture images.](image-url)
The conclusions are given in section 6 then.

2. RELATED WORKS

According to the number of texture classes whether or not known, the texture classification technique may be classed to supervised methods and unsupervised methods [5-6]. In despite of that the unsupervised method is more useful than supervised method, but the determination of the number of texture classes is a difficulty, the unsupervised method is not easy to implement, therefore, the researches on supervised method are more. Despite the supervised method or unsupervised method, image texture classification methods can be divided into two major categories; the first category is based on features with a high degree of spatial localization, such as with some form of edge detection operation. The major problem with this type of approach is that it is difficult to distinguish the texture boundaries and the micro-edge located in the same texture. The second category is based on discrimination functions using several texture features. The classification accuracy in this approach depends upon the discriminative power of the texture features. The most important step for the second approach is to extract texture features, which can discriminate different types of texture in the original image. Many methods have been developed to describe texture features. There are usually model analysis methods [7-10], spectrum analysis methods [11-13], statistics methods [14-16] and structure methods [17-18] etc.

Hung et al proposed K-View-Template algorithm and K-View-Datagram algorithm based on characteristic views [19], these algorithms have achieved reasonable classification accuracy by contrast with other methods, but there are inherent shortcomings, such as to extract characteristic Views by using K-Means method or FCM method which may be need many iterative computation, the expense on processing time is very large, especially the K-View-Datagram algorithm, needs to calculate corresponding Datagram of each sub-image which will be classified, the calculation work may be huge, in addition, the characteristic views are rather the average of the primary view set than original information of each texture classes and can not be represent the each original texture well. In this way, Hong Liu et al proposed K-View using rotation-invariant feature algorithm [20] and Fast Weighted K-View-Voting Algorithm [21] to improve the original two K-View algorithms by using different approaches and achieved more good classification accuracy. In this paper, we proposed an improved K view algorithm based on the K-View using rotation-invariant feature algorithm. By using voting method, the improved method is more robust and accurate.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in section 3, the K-View using rotation-invariant feature algorithm is briefly introduced; the improved algorithm using voting method is detailed in section 4. Then give the experiments and results in section 5, and analysis are also given in this section 5; the conclusions are given in section 6 then.

3. THE K-VIEW USING ROTATION-ININVARIANT FEATURE ALGORITHM

The K-View Using Rotation-Invariant Feature algorithm consists of two processes which are the training process and the classification process. The scheme of each process is shown in Fig. (2) and Fig. (3) respectively [21].

There are two enhancements to improve the original K-View-Template algorithm and the K-View-Datagram algorithm in K-View Using Rotation-Invariant Feature algorithm.

3.1. The Method for Extracting “Characteristic Views Set”

In the original K-View-Template algorithm and the K-View-Datagram algorithm, the characteristic views can be learned by using the unsupervised clustering algorithms such as the k-means or fuzzy c-means methods. Different from the above two K-View algorithms, the characteristic views are randomly and directly selected from the view set of “Kernel” in each texture class in the K-View Using Rotation-Invariant Feature algorithm. By compare with the old selecting method in origin K-view algorithms, the benefit of this method is that it can keep the primitive information of views as many as possible.

Fig. (2). The training process of this scheme.
3.2. The Correlation-Matching Method Between Views

The K-View-template algorithm compare the similarity between a view and all “characteristic views” directly, while the K-View-datagram algorithm compute the histogram distribution of the “characteristic views” for each texture class and the comparison is transformed into between the histogram of the view and the histograms of each texture class. In the K-View using Rotation-Invariant Feature algorithm, in order to achieve higher classification accuracy, six significant rotation-invariant features named Mean, Standard Deviation, Entropy, Skew, Kurtosis and Histogram are extracted. All the characteristic views used are transformed into rotation-invariant features, which provide a good discrimination of textures. The rotation-invariant features of a view whose pixel number is N in the following:

(1) Feature 1: Mean

\[ x = \frac{x_1 + x_2 + \ldots + x_n}{n} = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} x_i \]  

(1)

Where, \( V_i \) is the gray value of the \( i \)th pixel in the view.

(2) Feature 2: Standard Deviation

\[ S = \left[ \frac{1}{N-1} \sum_{i=1}^{n} (x_i - \hat{V})^2 \right]^{1/2} \]  

(2)

Where, \( \hat{V} \) is the mean of the view.

(3) Feature 3: Entropy

\[ x_3 = -\sum_{i=1}^{n} p_i \ln p_i \]  

(3)

(4) Feature 4: Skew

\[ S = \frac{M_{33}}{\delta^3} \]  

(4)

Where, \( M_{33} \) is the third-order moments of the view, \( \delta \) is the standard deviation of the view.

(5) Feature 5: Kurtosis

\[ K = \frac{M_{44}}{\delta^4} \]  

(5)

Where, \( M_{44} \) and \( \delta \) is respectively the fourth-order moments and the standard deviation of the view.

The sixth feature is histogram. Then the six rotation-invariant features are formed into a normalization rotation-invariant feature vector, and may be used to represent different types of textures.

The correlation-matching method between views can be described as follows.

Euclidean distance was employed to measure the similarity between two views in this study. The distance between a view (\( X_i \)) and another view (\( Y_j \)) can be computed as following equation 6:

\[ d(X_i, Y_j) = \sqrt{\sum_{r=1}^{n} (f_r(X_i) - f_r(Y_j))^2} \]  

(6)

Where \( d(X_i, Y_j) \) is the distance between the two views. \( f_r \) is the value of a feature form the feature vector which contains 6 features.

And then the similarity \( \text{Sim}(X_i, Y_j) \) between view (\( X_i \)) and view (\( Y_j \)) can be defined as follows:

\[ \text{Sim}(X_i, Y_j) = \frac{1}{d(X_i, Y_j)} \]  

(7)

From the equation 7 we can find that if the distance \( d(X_i, Y_j) \) between two views is smaller, it means that they are more similar.

4. THE IMPROVED ALGORITHM USING VOTING METHOD

4.1. The Concept of Promising Neighborhood Supporters

We can use various strategies to make a decision on texture image classification. In the previous K-View-T algorithm, the decision is made by one view whose center located at the current pixel being classified while in the K-View-D algorithm the decision is made by the distribution of all
the views. The preliminary experimental results show that a group decision is more robust than an individual one. For example, to give a verdict of whether the dinosaurs are human’s ancestors by a jury composed of archaeologists, chemists and musicians. Since archaeologists have the best knowledge in this domain, they should have the highest voice (i.e. a higher weighting factor), the chemists may have very limited knowledge about this domain and should have much less voice (i.e. a lower weighting factor), and musicians, who know very little about this domain should have the lowest voice or disclaim the voting rights (i.e. a near-zero weighting factor). With this assumption, the correct verdict would be more trustworthy. In our improved algorithm, we consider use another reasonable group called promising neighborhood supporters as the decision makers. In that method, the fittest texture class of the pixel being considered is determined by all the views in the promising neighborhood.

4.2. Group Decision Made by Voting

From both a theoretical and a practical research, the voting method plays an important role in the group decision [22-25]. The most natural voting strategy is simple majority. In this strategy, each voter takes a full vote on a candidate it supports, and then the candidate with the most votes is the winner. In the application of image texture classification, one is to determine which texture class a pixel belongs to. We may consider that the texture class having the majority views in the promising neighborhood supporters may be considered as the fittest one to the pixel. However, the simple majority voting strategy neglects the weighting factor of each supporter, which is sometimes not reasonable. Take Fig. (4) for example, views V1, V2, V3 and V are four promising neighborhood supporters of the red pixel. For this pixel, V should have large vote than other three ones in decision the pixel is classed into texture T2, because V is more similar to T2 than V1– V3.

![Fig. (4). An example for voting.](image)

In our algorithm, let \( d_{ij} \) be the distance, the computing method of it is same as equation (6). Then the similarity \( \text{Sim}(X_i, Y_j) \) between a view and a texture class can be defined as the formula (8):

\[
\text{Sim}(X_i, Y_j) = \frac{1}{d^2(X_i, Y_j)} \quad (8)
\]

From Fig. (4), we can conclude that if a view is more similar to a certain texture class, it should be take more powerful vote on the classification. For example, view V3 is more similar to T2 than V2. Hence, we define the weighting factor for \( ith \) view to \( jth \) class as follows:

\[
w_{ij} = \frac{\text{Sim}(X_i, Y_j)}{\sum_{j=1}^{N} \text{Sim}(X_i, Y_j)} \quad (9)
\]

Where \( N \) is the number of texture classes. View \( Y_j \) is a characteristic view which is one of the most similar to \( X_i \). In the other word, the similarity between view \( X_i \) and view \( Y_j \) represents the similarity between view \( X_i \) and \( jth \) texture class. Let each view in the pixel’ (i.e., being classified) promising neighborhood supporters take the weighting factor \( w_{ij} \) as a vote to make a group decision. By this way, we can compute \( j \) vote sums for \( j \) texture classes. The pixel being classified belongs to the class which achieves the largest sum.

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In order to test and compare the performances of the orange and the improved K-View algorithms, a lot of experiments are carried out. To make the experimental results are more representative, we run K-View algorithms on the images obtained randomly from Brodatz Gallery, from the original images, we may find that the artificial images consist of many kind of basal texture images which are selected randomly from Brodatz Gallery. A variety of representative texture images includes coarse texture. Some examples are listed as follows.

![Fig. (5). Some texture images used in this study.](image)

Fig. (6) shows some classified results of a texture images with original and improved K-View algorithms. Classified right ratios of each texture image classification with different k-view algorithms are detailed in Fig. (7).
Fig. (6). The classified results of a texture images with original and improved K-View algorithms respectively.

By comparing these experimental results as shown in Fig. (6) and Fig. (7) we can see that our improved K-View algorithm using voting method performs better than the previous K-Views algorithm using rotation-invariant feature.

(a) an original image, (b) a classified result with the original K-View algorithm (i.e., K-View using rotation-invariant feature algorithm ), (c) a classified result with the improved K-View algorithm. The red lines are drawn on the top of classified results to show the actual boundary.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we report an improved K view algorithm based on the K-View using rotation-invariant feature algorithm. Different from the old decision method which used single view to determine the classification of the pixel located in the view center in the origin algorithm, the improved algorithm employed group decision method which uses all the views in the promising neighborhood of a pixel as decision makers to determine the classification of the pixel. It is more reasonable. Experimental results show the effective of the improved algorithm.
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